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DEFENSE OF MARRIAGE ACT.

Over the past couple of months I have received a

significant amount of mail as well as calls from constituents supporting and urging the prompt
passage of H R 3396, the Defense of Marriage Act. People have expressed their concerns with
regard to same-sex marriages, and about the case currently pending in Hawaii state courts
challenging the right of the state to ban legal recognition of such marriages. Should the Hawaii
court rule it unconstitutional to bar such legal recognition, same-sex couples married in Hawaii
could demand legal recognition of their unions in other states.
On Friday, 12 July, the House brought the Defense of Marriage Act to the Floor and
subsequently adopted the measure. As passed, the bill bars federal recognition of same-sex
marriages. It defmes marriage as a legal union between one man and one woman, effectively
prohibiting the Federal Government from giving legal standing to homosexual marriages for any
aspect of federal law, such as spousal benefits under aid programs of the federal tax code, or
Social Security spousal benefits.
#

#

#

COPS GRANT PROGRAMS. The Department of Justice, Office of Community Oriented
Policing Services, has just provided me with new grant application materials for two COPS grant
programs: The COPS Problem-Solving Partnerships program and the Universal Hiring Program
(UHP).
UHP is one of several approaches developed by the U S Department of Justice under the
Public Safety Partnership and Community Policing Act of 1994 to deploy additional officers
devoted to community policing on the streets and rural routes of America.

UHP enables

interested agencies to supplement their current sworn forces, or interested jurisdictions to
establish a new agency, through Federal grants for up to 3 years. All policing agencies, as well
as jurisdictions seeking to establish new policing agencies, are eligible to apply for this program.
The Problem-Solving Partnerships program is an innovative community policing
(ICOP) program that will provide policing agencies and community-based entities with a unique
opportunity to work together to identify and analyze persistent crime and disorder problems.
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This initiative is one of several offered by the U S Department of Justice under the 1994 Crime
Act to support innovative community. policing and to complement the COPS officer hiring
programs.
Applicants must focus on one specific crime or disorder problem. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential or Commercial Burglary
Auto Theft
Larceny
Homicide
Assault
Rape/Sexual Assault
Alcohol-related Problems
Street-level Drug Dealing or Drug-related Problems
Vandalism, Prostitution or Other Disorder Problems

Applicants will engage in a three-step process to address the selected problem.
First, they will conduct an in-depth inquiry into the causes of the problem. Second, they will
respond to the problem with specific, tailor-made programs. Finally, they will assess the impact
of those responses on the problem.

The grants will fund resources that enhance a community's ability to do creative problem
solving. Such resources may include computer technology, such as geographic information and
mapping systems; crime analysis personnel; subject matter experts; neighborhood and
environmental surveys; victim and offender interviews; community organizers; and training and
technical assistance in collaborative problem solving.
Grant application materials have already been mailed to the· more than 20,000 law
enforcement agencies in the country. An abridged UHP application has been sent to agencies
that have already received funding under this program. Anyone who has not received this or
needs additional application materials please contact my Washington office.

We will make

certain that the appropriate materials are sent to you.
#

#

#

CONSTITUENT VISITORS. Pat Cantu, of Alamo; Wanda Ramsey, Ruben, Gloria, Daniel
and Carisa Rivera, of Alice; Lynda Mellin, of Aransas Pass; Zenia Davila, of Donna; Diana
Solis, Dahlia Sanchez, Norma Cardenas, Eric Cavazos, of Edinburg; Gloria Alaniz, Jacqueline
Neuberg, of McAllen; Anecita Espinoza, Estela Alvarez, Melda Rodriguez, Kyle and Patricia
McNallen, Sara, Rene, Laura, Rico, Carmen and Ricardo Martinez, and Charles, Jackie,
Alyssa, Andrea and Raquenel Austin, all of Mission; Miller Vaughan of Runge; Sylvia Cano,
of San Juan; Michael De La Garza, and Viola de la Rosa, both of Weslaco.
#

#
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